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American Hangman belongs to that kind of grade-Z movie that is at once gruesome and pretentious. It's garbage with a lot on his mind. Most of the film takes place in a dim concrete bunker, where Henry, an intellectual psychopath played by Vincent Kartheiser in the toughest bowl cut I've ever seen (his inky black bangs hang to the point
that they threaten to devour his face), has a few inmates shackled as if they were for a game of Saw. (The comparison is so clear that it is referenced by the film in the opening five minutes.) He gives the mouth of the two prisoners a series of electric shocks, then cuts his finger with a garden scissors, a few minutes before shooting him
(which comes, frankly, as a relief). But American Hangman is not a torture. The film turns into a dialectical confrontation between the psychopath and his other hostage, Oliver Straight (Donald Sutherland), a retired judge who, in Henry's eyes, committed an unforgivable crime while presiding over the high-profile trial of a man found guilty
of murdering a 14-year-old girl. The killer, who appeared to be of central casting (freak hobbies, gazebo, sinister high school photo), received the death penalty. But in fact, he did not commit the crime, and the judge, in Henry's eyes, was guilty of condemning an innocent man to die. Henry has a special reason to know that the killer was
innocent; it is one that the public can spot a mile away. But the most telling turn of American Hangman - his claim to heaviness - is that everything that happens between the two characters is streamed live on social media. Henry puts the judge on trial, with him sitting behind a mockup of a witness stand, and it's up to an escalating crowd
of internet viewers to deliver their verdict on his guilt. American Hangman is a meditation on crime, guilt, and crowd-sourced voyeurism in the age of YouTube that plays as if it was co-written by Dostoyevsky and Larry Cohen. We hardly need an exploitation film to point out that there are men on death row who are innocent. But Henry's
argument - and the film - is broader than that. Bravely, Henry spouts his manifesto of what he thinks the justice system comes down to: shoddy inept policing, the search for scapegoats, the chronic immorality of what we like to pretend is justice. It's like listening to a bar stool anarchist at closing time. Kartheiser, who hasn't exactly risen up
the ladder of visibility since his Mad Men days of playing Pete, the office weasel who looked like a chipmunk, does a not-half-bad imitation of the kind of clenched wing who thinks he's the only one who sees reality. But watching American Hangman, you wish the filmmaker, Wilson Coneybeare, were a little less invested in using Henry as a
mouthpiece. The most important Here's Donald Sutherland, in silky white hair, who has never lost his gift for bringing in an audience. He makes the judge a voice of mellifluous reason who, among all this, will say whatever it takes to justify himself. It's his unflappability in the face of Henry's vigilante spiels that gives the film its glimmer of
watchability. American Hangman probably should have remained a two-hander, but that would have made it less commercial (i.e. less of an official thriller for the VOD audience). Every time Conybeare wanders outside the bunker - to the police station, to scenes with image-obsessed anchors from a CNN network - the film is made by the
cardboard indictment of The System. Trial by social media is a good subject for a movie, but not when it spends so much time smacking its lips at the corruption it is pointing its finger at. American Hangman is college-level death penalty discourse, appropriately armed with what appears to be a college-level production budget. By collegelevel discourse, I mean something pretty specific: there's a working understanding of the intricacies and contradictions and consequences of an issue as morally complex as the death penalty, but it's not yet a matured notion, and the nuts and bolts are still new ideas to be played with, separated from any human interest (or, usually, a real
human experience). It's the kind of thing anti-fans of Black Mirror accuse our contemporary Twilight Zone of trading in, but I think there's plenty of evidence that Charlie Brooker can have a heart whenever he wants. American Hangman, a bar thought experiment turned into a movie as simple and bad-taste-leaving as that would imply, has
only used humans as sock dolls. His premise resembles the infamous first episode of Brooker's show, at least in the beginning. Two men are brought into a grim basement at a secret location, where a brooding young man (Vincent Kartheiser) has them in front of a set of live-streaming cameras for a trial of sorts. Ron (Paul Braunstein) is
immediately handcuffed, handcuffed and tasered, while the other man (Donald Sutherland) is placed behind a mock witness standing to watch him suffer. It takes more than 30 minutes of this wretched, familiar scenario (the Saw comparisons are not only suggested, but pronounced aloud) before Ron is ceremonially offed by his captor
and the real nature of the livestream is revealed: Sutherland's attempted retired judge for having the wrong man sentenced to death for the kidnapping and murder of a young girl. Kartheiser is the plaintiff, and the growing online audience is the judge. American Hangman is actually the but you choose to participate in society - movies. We
regularly flash to a bar where unnamed average Joes and Janes eat crispy chicken sandwiches and drink white wine while watching the trial trial on their phones and TVs. When Kartheiser begins to gauge the streaming audience to determine whether to maintain objections or, say, sentence Judge Right to Death, they dutifully chime in on
social media, and seem to be curious at worst about what is clearly going to turn into a streamed snuff tape. Meanwhile, a hacker who seems to be working at a yoga retreat, an ambitious anchor at USCN Cable News, and the team at Metro Police (this is the kind of movie where phrases like the state and Triboro area are thrown around
to avoid naming a specific setting - making the drama even more vague and hollow) open the cold case of the girl's murder, and try to figure out where the livestream comes from. There is potentially a way to implement the concept of this film without coming off as a freshman philosophy student, home for the winter break, yelling at his
parents about determinism. But in all its wide swath of players, writer-director Wilson Coneybeare has the man performing people on camera more or less on top of the lighting hierarchy – and that's a problem! In this wannabe-incisive indictment of trial by social media and how justice itself is shaped by media stories and groupthink,
Kartheiser's character seems to sit outside that dynamic, where he is able to see the world for what it really is, man. But what creates a murderous introvert with a penchant for online showboating and #disruption? Isn't he also a product of all the things he condemns? Coneybeare doesn't seem interested in this question - even though he's
evil and a murderer, the film seems to imply that he has the most obvious eyes of society. As for the mystifying involvement of the two leads, Sutherland plays sad and doddering well enough, but one can never quite believe the sophomoric dialogue coming out of his mouth. Kartheiser, on the other hand - what made Mad Men's Pete
Campbell a compelling character was the feeling that he was a trust-fund deposit away from a basement-dwelling creep. He may have had a similar pack of budget to his colleagues, but his hairline betrayed him and a deeper fear rotting away at his core. From the core of the show cast, he would surely have been the most likely to kill
someone. But there's a certain deflating effect on kartheiser's casting like an actual basement-dwelling creep - smearing his hair and combing it down over his eyebrows, outfitting him with the khakis and glass de rigueur for your average tiki-torch wielder. Kartheiser is very good at playing someone with enough undeserved braggadocio
not to realize how wrong his priorities are. He's not someone you want for the galaxy of your movie. American Hangman is a cheap, off-brand Black Mirror Episode I generally think it's a bad idea for a movie to refer to a lot movies in an attempt to gain audience favor by making themselves seem smarter than it is. More often than not, it just
makes the person watching want to look at the referred rather than the thing they are currently taking in. American Hangman, for example, opens just like Saw does, with two men chained in what appears to be a basement. One of the characters even mentions what their situation is like that movie before he insults it, as if they want to
prove the dominance of this film. American Hangman is not like Saw, though, fortunately enough. It's a drama in court. One of the two captured men is a former judge (Donald Sutherland), while the other is simply fodder to prove that the kidnapper (Vincent Kartheiser) is serious about his intentions. He's going to broadcast a fake trial to
the world to prove that the retired judge made an error of judgment some time ago that led to someone else's death, and he lets the viral public decide if that's worth the judge's execution. You know, this is 2019, and we as a society tend to let the appeals court dictate the careers and metaphorical (not yet literal, not yet) lives of people
accused of doing wrong. So, it would make sense to make a movie that explores that, its consequences, and whether that's just it. American Hangman is not that movie, bogged down in details about a matter that we don't care about regarding people we don't know instead of having intellectual or thematic depth, but there's the potential
there and one day we can get that movie. Usually the film consists of Vincent Kartheiser delivering a monologue, then Donald Sutherland delivering a monologue, then a cut to someone outside the courtroom responding to the new information. We follow some police officers who were involved in the original case, there is a hacker who
helps them, there are some patrons in a café watching all this happen, as well as a newsreader trying to become a sensation by covering up the various unfoldings. Instead of focusing on the viral aspect or the way public perception works in the Internet age, American Hangman instead focuses on the shortcomings of the justice system...
but not in a substantial way. You're probably not getting away from the movie with a different understanding than what you came up with. That is, assuming, of course, that you don't believe it's perfect. Because it's not. Statistically, some people who are found guilty by a jury of their peers are later proven innocent with new evidence. That's
just a fact. It's hard to say there's a ton to recommend with American Hangman. It spends a lot of its meandering about a case we struggle to care about all make a belabored point about the U.S. justice system and the death penalty, ignoring the potentially interesting issue of the court's public vs. criminal court. The actors are fine and
deliver their monologues with conviction, but it's not very entertaining, thought-provoking, or moving. Conclusion: American Hangman is a courtroom drama for the viral age that the brand lacks. Recommendation: American Hangman references Saw, and although it's not like Saw, you're better off looking. That.
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